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as to show the details of the transition phenomenon more 
clearly than would be indicated by time averaged velocity 
or total-pressure boundary-layer measurements. 
The investigation was made in the Langley low-turbulence 
pressure tunnel at Mach numbers ranging from 0.15 to 0.25 
by use of ai 85-inch-chord NACA 65 ....-114 airfoil section 
that completely spanned the 36-inch-wide test section. This 
airfoil is the same model on which extensive laminar flow 
studies were reported in reference 9. The occurrence of 
transition at various chordwise positions for each roughness 
position was determined by means of a hot-wire anemometer. 
A great many qualitative indications of the nature of the 
flow in the boundary layer, as well as a few quantitative 
measurements of the level of the velocity fluctuations in theboundary layer, were obtained by this methiod, 
SYMBOLS 
y distance normal to surfac'e of airfoil 
total boundary-layer thickness where U1.0 in 
the KArnin-Pohlbausen method 
k height of projection 
o chord of airfoil 
x distance from airfoil leading edge measuredthe chord along 
s distance from airfoil forward stagnation pointmeasured along the airfoil surface 
U. free-stream velocity
U velocity just outside boundary layeru locallocal ste nwise component of veloity inide 
boundary layer 
u, value of u at top of roughness projection 
ulr value ttattopofrou cof hesrjei 
ponent of fluctuating velocity 
free-stream dynmic pressure 
coefficient of kinematic viscosity 
R, airfoil Reynolds number based on chord and free­
stream velocity, U~clp 
R, projection Reynolds number based on roughness 
height and velocity at the top of the roughness, 
RA'. projection Reynolds number based on roughness 
height and fre-stream velocity, Uk/v 
R' Reynolds number per foot of chord based oniree-
stream velocity, UF 
Re Reynolds number based on momentum thickness 
0 and local velocity, (J/v. 
momentum thicknessst of the boundary layer, 
Shtscripts: 
t Reynolds number at which transition takes place 
mint minimum value 
APPARATUS AND TESTS 
The tests were made in the Langley low-turbulence pres-
sure tunnel on an 85-inch-chord NACA 65a,,-1 14 airfoil 
section (fig. 1), which completely spanned the 36-inch width 
of the test section. The tubulence level of the tunnel at 
Fboun: I.-Three-quarter view of 85-inch-chord NACA 65nmo- 114 
airfoil section with No. 60 carborundum grains from forward stagna­lion point to 12-inch station. 
the speeds involved in this investigation is only a few hun­
dredths of 1 percent. A description of the tunnel is given 
in reference 10 and a detailed description of the model is 
given iu reference 11. The surface finish of the model was 
such that laminar flow could be maintained to the 50-per­
cent-ehord point up to a Reynolds number of 14X10 , avalue substantially the same as that obtained previously in 
references 9 and 11 with the same model.The pressure distribution of the model was measured from 
the leading-edge region back to approximately 65 percent
of the chord by means of 0.008-inch-diameter pressure ori­fices drilled into the surface. Particular care was taken to 
provide numerous orifices near the leading edge so that the 
location of the forward stagnation point could be accurately 
determined. The nondimensional velocity distribution cal­
culated from the measured pressure distribution along the 
upper surface is presented in figure 2. 
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Fluas 2. -Nondimensional velocity distribution outside of the 
bondr layer for NACA 6ii,-l14 airfoil section at angle of 
attack of W0. 
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By ALE rt E. VON DOENrOFF and ELMER A. HosroN 
SUMMARY edge) is clearly show-n by Klebanoff, S"hubaner, and Tid-
An investigation was made in the Langley low-turbulence 
pressure tunnel to determine the effect of size and location of a 
sandpapertype of roughness on the Reynolds numberfor transi-
lion. Transition uwas observed by means of a hot-wire ine-
moniter located at various ehordwise stations.for each position 
of the roughness. These observations indicated that when the 
roughness is *ujiffiently submerged in the boundary layer t 
proide a substantially linear variation of boundary-layer 
velocity with distancefrom the surface up to the top of the rough-
aess, turbulent "spots" begin to appear immediately behind the 
roughness when the Reynolds number based on the velocity at 
the top of the roughnessand the roughness height exceeds a value 
of approximately600. 
At Reynolds numbers even slightly below the critical valu 
(value jor transition), the sandpaper type of roughness intro-
duced no measurable disturbancesinto the laminar layer down-
,streamoj the roughness. The extent of the roughened area does 
not appear to have an important effect on the critical value of 
the roughness Reynolds number. 
INTRODUCTION 
An extensive correlation of transition data for individual 
three-dimensional roughness particles was made by Loftin 
in reference 1. This correlation was made in terms of a 
local roughness Reynolds number based on the roughness 
height and the velocity at the top of the roughness, a form 
suggested by Schiller in reference 2 and employed by Tani 
in reference 3- Reasonably consistent values of the critical 
roughness Reynolds number were obtained by Loftin in ref-
erence 1, so long as the roughness was sufficiently submerged 
in the boundary layer to provide a velocity variation that 
was substantially linear with distance from the surface up to 
a height equal to the height of the roughness. Scbwartzberg 
and Braslow in reference 4 showed that this critical value of 
the roughness Reynolds number was not greatly increased, 
even when the boundary layer was stabilized to small two-
dimensional disturbances by the application of area suction. 
Similar correlations were obtained by Klebanoff, Schubauer, 
and Tidstrom (ref. 5). 
The difference in character for transition as caused by 
three-dimensional roughness (spheres cemented to the sur-
face) from that caused by two-dimensional roughness (full-
span cylindrical wire laid on the surface parallel to the leading 
strom in reference 5. Most of the recent data dealing with 
the effects of two-dimensional roughness on boundary-layer 
transition have been summarized by Drden (ref. 6) for 
the case of zero pressure gradient in the form of curves 
of the ratio of the transition Reynolds number in the pres­
once of roughness to the transition Reynolds number for 
the model smooth plotted against the ratio of the height of 
the roughness to the boundary-layer thickness. In this type 
of plot, the assumption is made that transition will occur 
some distance downstream of the roughness and will gradually 
approach the roughness position as the Reynolds number is 
increased.
 
The data of reference I suggested, and those of reference 5 
confirmed, the conclusion that three-dimensional roughness 
elements either had no effect on the boundary layer (sub­
critical condition) or, within a very narrow range of either 
speed or height of roughness, caused transition to move 
substantially up to the element itself. 
A remaining problem is the question of the proper criterion 
for the effects of roughness when interaction between the 
elements is a possibility, as, for example, in the case of ran­
donly distributed roughness. Such randomly distributed 
roughness corresponds to the practical case where the leading 
edge of tie wing may in effect become sand blasted or covered 
with a sandpaper type of roughness. In this connection, it, 
may be noted that the results of tests of airfoils with rough­
cied leading edges (refs. 7 and 8) appeared to indicate the 
possibility that such roughness would have an effect on the 
airfoil characteristics only when the Reynolds number based 
on the roughness height and the free-stream velocity exceeded 
a critical value which seemed to be independent of the 
roughness size and the size and shape of the airfoil. It is not 
apparent that such a criterion is consistent with the concept 
of a constant critical value of the local roughness Reynolds 
number based on the velocity at the top of the roughness. 
The present experiments were carried out for the purpose 
of determining the transition-triggering characteristics of 
such three-dimensional roughness particles when the rough­
ness particles are randomly distributed in a close pattern 
such as in a sandpaper type of roughness, as well as of 
examining the relation between the two previously mentioned 
three-dimensional roughness criteria. It was also desired to 
obtain the necessary experimental information in such a way 
I Superse4#5 NACA T'eehnIi Xote fl by Albert E ..n Dwinfha ad Elmer A -nrtan, 11%. 
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The appearance of transition was determined by use of a 
hot-wire anemometer using a platinum iridium wire of 0.0003­
inch diameter and of %,-inch length. Figures 3 and 4 are 
photographs of the hot-wire holder. The output from the 
hot-wire anemometer was fed into an oscilloscope and the 
traces on the cathode-ray tube were recorded on 35 millimeter 
film by a special camera setup. The traces thus recorded 
were correlated with the tunnel velocity, wire position, and 
roughness location. The type of wire used in this investi­
gation was one which was sensitive only to variations iii the 
u-component of velocity. The wire was compensated for 
heat-capacity lag at one test condition, and this compensation 
setting was used for all observations. The cutoff frequency 
of the amplifier was about 12,000 cycles per second. 
The tests were made with the leading edge of 3Y-inch rough-
ness strips 1 inch in span (fig. 4) located along the center line 
of the model at various positions from Y4 inch to 6Y inches 
from the forward stagnation point measured along the surface 
and for full-span area-distributed roughness (fig. 1) from the 
forward stagnation point to 6 inches and to 12 inches back of 
the forward stagnation point. The roughness in all eases was 
provided by an application of either No. 60 or No. 120 car-
borundum grains, of grit sizes that met the specifications of 
reference 12. The grains were thinly spread over the surface 
to cover 5 to 10 percent of the surface area and were co-
mented by a thin coating of shellac applied before the rough-
ness grains were spread. A closeup of the roughness as 
applied to the model is presented as figure 5. 
In general, the No. 60 and No. 120 carborundum particles 
projected above the surface about 0.011 inch and 0.005 inch, 
respectively; however, the maximum particle height in each 
FicuRE 3.-Hot-wire bolder used in investigation. 
FitaRE 4. -View of hot-wire holder mounted on the airfoil surface 
relative to a typical K-inch by 1-inch roughness strip, 
FIoUR 5. -- Closcup of distributed No. 60 carborundum grains. 
patch is also of interest. During the course of the investi­
gation, although each roughness patch was examined Eare­
fully with the unaided eye, the height of the particles was not 
measured. Following completion of the tests, a series of ton 
patches Y inch by 1 inch of both sizes of grain were applied 
to a surface in the same manner used in applying the grains 
to the airfoil surface, and each of these patches was examined 
with a 15-power shop microscope to determine the actual 
particle height. The results of this examination are shown in 
figure 6, which shows the probability of finding at least one 
roughness particle of a given height in one patch of roughness. 
The curves of figure 6 show that for No. 120 carborundum 
grain of 0.005-inch nominal size, it is virtually certain that 
each patch would have at least one particle projecting 0.008 
inch above the surface, and about 50 percent of the patches 
would have at least one particle 0.009 inch high, whereas the 
chances of inding a particle 0.012 inch high would be very 
small. Similarly, for the No. 60 carborundum of 0.01 1-inch 
nominal size, it is virtually certain that every patch will 
contain at least one particle 0.016 inch high and approxi­
mately 50 percent of the patches will have at least one parti­
cle 0.018 inch high, whereas the chances of finding a particle 
0.021 inch high in any patch is very small. The probable 
maximum height of a particle for No. 120 carborundum is 
.0 
'C 
-
Si N I 
nW 
- 120 0.005
 
60 .ol
 
0 .004 .008 .012 .016 020 .024 
Roughrss height, k. ir 
FIGuRE 6.-Curves showing the probability of finding at least one grain 
of a given size of roughness in any u-inch by 1-inch roughness area 
when nominal size of carborundum grains is 0.005 or 0,011 inch, 
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therefore taken as 0.009 inch, and the probable maximum The parameter X may also be written as 
height of a particle for No. 60 carborundum is taken as 
0.018 inch. 
For each position of roughness, the hot-wire measurements 
were made at a sufficient number of chordwise positions 
back of the roughness to make possible determination of a 
curve of Reynolds number for transition as a function of 
ehordwisc position of the wire. 
Some of the preliminary measurements were made with 
full-span strips of roughness Y-ineh wide. The relatively 
narrow width of the strip was chosen in order to permit 
correlation of transition with local boundary-layer conditions. 
When these measurements were made, it was found that, 
occasionally, the first indications of transition were obtained 
at a substantially lower tunnel speed for a downstream 
position than for more forward positions. In each such 
case, reexamination of the strip of roughness showed one 
or more particles in an off-center location projecting above 
the general level of the roughness. Because of the manner 
in which turbulent flow spreads, such unusually high pro­
jections affected the downstream observations but not the 
upstream ones. In order to facilitate inspection of the 
strip of roughness, its spanwise extent was reduced to 1 inch, 
Such small roughness strips were removed and repplied 
two or more times, and the initial appearance of turbulence 
in each case occurred at very nearly the same Reynolds 
number; these results indicated that such roughness strips 
could be satisfactorily duplicated. 
BOUNDARY-LAYER CALCULATIONS 
Inorder to correlate the occurrence of transition with local 
boundary-layer conditions, it is of course necessary to know 
the velocity distribution in the boundary layer for all 
locations at which the roughness is placed. These laminar 
boundary-layer characteristics were calculated according 
to the method outlined in reference 13, that is, essentially by 
the KArmAn-Pohlhausen method as modified by Walz (ref. 
13, ch. 12, sec. B). This method is summarized in this 
section. 
The momentum thickness 0 of the boundary layer may 
be computed from the following equation: 
2 _0A70fS ,4E 

The velocity distribution in the boundary layer may be 
obtained as follows: The form parameter K is defined as 
6' dU 
- - or as 
,(41) 
The form parameter K is related to the Pohlhausen shape 
62 d(Tparameter X_ as follows.2 
(tV
 
V )(4)
d() 
where 
A_ff 
C 
Equation (3) is then solved for A, and the velocity distri­
bution in the boundary layer may be obtained by using the 
following expression 
cF(n)XG(n) 	 (5) 
where 
F( ) 2Y-271+r 
G() -(l-0' 
V 
The measured velocity distribution over the airfoil used in 
these calctlations is presented in figure 2. The boundary­
layer parameters X and A were calculated by the use of the 
aforementioned relations and the measured velocity distri­
bution. The shape parameter X is plotted against a/c in 
figure 7: and the nondimensional boundary-layer thickness 
6 
I " 
4 
-	 ! 
2 I 
_. 	 _____ _ 
_ , 

. 5 = .
 
5/c
( 	37 X V \ 
3 9459072 ) (3) FiGuRE 7,-Pohhausen shape parameter X for a laminar boundarylayer on NACA 05,iu-114 airfoil section at angle of attack of 00. 
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oi 
c 
- as a funetion of s/c is given i figue 8 In idel 
to facflitate the calculations involved in the analysis of the 
data, the nondirnensional velocity distribution 'it/U is also 
piesented in figure 9 as a function of AT/, for various 
eholdwise positions 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Hot-wire traces of the tume vaiiation of velocity in the 
boundary layer as observed for various locations of the 
roughness are shown n figure 10. For each location of 
roughness, observations were made at various positions 
downstream throughout the range of speed necessary to 
include the tiansitron phenomena at the point of obseivation 
To the left of each hot-wire tiace is a shoit tick which 
indicates the corresponding value of the Reynolds number 
per foot of chord as read on the vertical scale of the figure 
The choidwise location of the point of observation of each 
group of hot-wne tiaces is indicated at the bottom of the 
figure, as is the height of the wire above the suiface in 
thousandths of an inch Also shown in the fignie is the time 
scale for the traces Time increases from left to right 
It should be noted that the amplifiel gain setting for the 
traces shown in figurc 10 (a) was the same fot all tLaces 
Tls procedure resulted in substantially a stxaight line for 
the laminar taaces In paiLts (b), (c), (d), (c), and (f) of 
figuie 10, howeves, the ampl~ier gain was inciesed fol the 
conditions corresponding to completely lanunai flow, and 
the tiaces fo this condition, therefore, show some velocity 
fluctuations. These fluctuations, bowaver, are of a corn-
pletely different ehalacter from those coiresponding to 
tuibulent flow 
In general, tiansition appears to start as disturbances of 
very shoit duration that occur compaiatively infrequently 
at a position just behind the ioughness. As the position of 
observation moves downstream and the speed is kept con-
stant, the frequency of the turbulent brsts does noet appear 
to change, but the duration of each bost becomes longer 
This phenomenon is shown vely cleiaily in figme 10 (b) at 
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Ficunr. 9 -Nondiniensional velocity distribution within laminar 
boundary layer of NACA 650,s)-l14 airfoil section for various 
positions along surface 
a Reynolds number of 0 44X101 Figure 10 also shows that 
each buist of tmibulucen is followed by a condition termed 
by Schubauer and Klebanoff (ief 14) as a "logarithmic 
decrement" type of velocity variation The increase in 
duration of individual bursts with hstance downstream from 
the roughness is consistent with the description of the origin 
of tiansition given in reference 14, that is, it is consistent 
with the concept of transition beginning as tinbulant spots 
that start in the vicinity of the xoughness and grow as they 
move downstream. 
A quanLtative summaiy of the data of figure 10 is given by
Sthedata presented in figme 11 Each part of figure 11 con­
4-
- --- - - -
- --­
- - -- -
2 
l jI]-crave, 
I 
19 I I I 

0 23 4 5G 
sic 

Flouns 8 -Nondivmensional laminar-boundary-layer thickness dis-
6 5 1 1 4 tribitionfor NACA (_is- airfoil section. 
sists essentially of a pair of curves The lower cutve of each 
pair gives appioximately the lowest value of the Reynolds 
nuimbei poi foot at which any tuibulent bursts weie observed 
for a given location of the iouglmess plotted against the 
observation position The upper curve gives the Inaxmum 
value of the Reynolds number per foot at which any traces 
of laminar flow could be detected In other words, foi con­
ditions conesponding to the lowe cuave, the flow was nearly 
always laminar, and for those cozxcspondmg to the upper 
the flow was newly always turbulent Examination 
of the various paits of figure 11 indicates that the lowest 
speed at which any turbulent flow could be found was sub­
stantially independent of the position of observation This 
is generally tiue except fox the most foi ward obseivation posi­
tions where, because of the extremely short duration of the 
bursts, they were difficult to observe and, as a result, these 
points may be plotted at too high a value of the unit Reyn­
olds number. 
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which arc merely 	representatIve samples of the oscilloscope 
iecords. 

Quantitative observations of the ioot-mean-squnre values 
of the fluctuations were made both with and without rough-
ness through the speed range corresponding to that for which 
turbulence oceused when roughness was piesent Typical 
examples of these measurements ale presented in figue 12 as 
functions of the fliee-stream velocity From figure 12, it is 
seen that the root-mean-squaie level of fluctuations in the 
laminar boundary layer, even at positions as far downsti ean 
as 50 percent----of the chord, is as low on the airfoil with rough-
ness present as on the smooth anfol It thus appears that, 
at speeds below those at which tmbulent bursts occur, the 
presence of the roughness does not result in any measurable 
disturbance in the boundary layer that would hasten transi­
ion It is thejefore to be presumed that, at speeds below 
the critical speed for the roughness, no upstream movement 
of the tlansition region would occur even ifthe model were 
sufficiently long fol transition to occur natm ally in the iegion 
of favor able pressure gradient 
This type of phenomenon, theiefore, appears to be stiongly 
in which transition occurs when it iscontrasted to the manner 
caused by two-dimensional distubancs. The data foi the 
two-dimensional type of disturbance have been summarized 
in teference 6 This summary indicates that, for the case 
of two-dimensional disturbances, the ,oughness introduces 
a 	measurable distumbance whichinto the boundary laye, 
glows until t ansit1on occurs, 
If, as seems likely from an examination of the osedlogiaph 
records (see fig 10), transition associated with the type of 
roughness of the present investigation iesults from the for-
mation of discrete eddies or disturbances originating at the 
ioughness particles, it should be possible to relate the occur-
rence of such disturbances to the characteristics of local flow 
about the loughiness That is, if all the roughness particles 
are regarded as being geometi clly similar, and if the rough-
ness is regarded as being sufficiently submerged iithe bound-
aiy layer to provide substantially linear velocity vantaton 
fron the surface to the top of the roughness, disciete eddies 
should form when the Reynolds number of the flow about 
the ioughness reaches a critical value This concept is not 
now, it was proposed by Schiller (ref 2) and used by Loftin-
in analyzing the data presented in reference 1 
This view is suppol ted by the data pr esented in figure 13, 
which rs a plot of the citical Reynolds numbei R,,, based 
on the height of the toughness and the velocity at thie top 
of the roughness as a function of the chordwise position of 
the roughness The velocity at the top of the oughness was 
found eithei fom the then etical boundaly-layer calculations 
pleviously described or, if the roughness piojected completely 
through the bouudaiy layer, from the measured pressme dis-
tibntion For all roughness positions mor than 0 025c flom 
the folwaid stagnation point, the critical roughness Reynolds 
number R,,, was substantially constant within lather close 
]rnits. For positons nearer the forwad stagnation point 
than 0 025c, the critical oughness Reynolds number R.1 
increased markedly It is to"be noted that, for positions 
nearer tihe foiward stagnation point than 0 025s, the rough-
ness protruded nearly through the boundary layer, and, for 
the three positions closest to the forwvard stagnation point, 
the roughness plotiuded completely through the boundary 
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Froumn 12 -Turbulence-level measurements u'/U on NACA 
65l.a-14 airfoil section as a function of free-strearm velocity U. 
for model smooth and three representative locations of the roughnes. 
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FciunR 13 -Roughness Reynolds number for tiansition on NACA 
layer (See fig 14 ) It is entnelypos-ible that for the iange 
of conditions of the present tests, the boundary laye over 
the region of the airfoil m the vicinity of the forwaid stagna-
taEon point was sufficiently stable to cause small eddies orig-
matuig at the ioughness to be damped out befoe they 
travelled downstream far enough to affect the less stable 
lammai bouidaiy layer farther downstream. At any ate, 
these results indicate that of the height of the roughness 
particle is so small that the ioughness Reynolds number is 
less than 600 based on maxinum paiticle size oi less than 
250 based on nominal pai ticle size, the ionglness is not lage 
enough to cause transition. This statement appeais to be 
valid even for roughness heights several times the boundary-
layei thickness The oidel of magnitude of the criticalrough-
ness Reynolds number is within the range of those found by 
Loftm (ref 1) and is not much different from the value found 
by Schwartzbetg and Biaslow (ref 4). 
The extent of the roughened area does not appea to have 
an important eftect on the height of roughness necessay to 
ause transition. When the grams of roughness were spiead 
Roughness Roughness area, 
height, in in X In 
o 	 0018 (No GO) 025x10 
00S9 (No 120) 25×1 0 
<> 	 018 (No 60) 0 to 6 25 x36 
018 (No 60) 0 to12 25 x36 
Flogged symbols ore values ofR*k, based on 
nominal height of 0011 for No 60 grit nd0005 for No 120 grit 
08 10 12, 14 
S/c 
35,5s)-114 airfoil section as a function of iojghness location 
fhor the leading edge to 6 inches o 12 inches back of the 
loading edge (fig 1), the anrfoil Reynolds number at which 
transition occuired was substantially the same as for a spot 
of ioughness 1 inch in span and inch in choid located 
from 2 to 2Y inches from the forward stagnation point 
This location (that is, the position at which, foi given fiee­
stream conditions, the value of the roughness Reynolds 
numbet R, was a maxinnum) was appioximately the most 
clitcal location for the height of roughness ised-
A2rLIcATION OF RESULTS 
An examination of the consequences of the mfei ence drawn 
from the pi eeding discussion, namely, that transition occurs 
when the local toughness Reynolds number R, exceeds a 
value of 600, is of interest The natume of these consequences 
will be examined with particular reference to the anfoil 
studied m the present investigation by calculating the cultical 
conditions for various heights of roughness igure 16 shows 
the vaiiation of the ioughness Reynolds number 7? for 
0 018-inch roughness particles with position along the surface 
-- 
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- 2 00xI0r 
foi seval values of the all foil Reynolds numbeir The 
iougliess position for mnaximum R, does not viny xapidly 
anfoil Reynolds number and occius when the height 
of the toughneuss is slightly less than the total boundary-layer 
thickness Foir fal foiward i oughuiess, positions, R, is low 
because of the low value of the potential flow velocity near 
the foiwaid stagnation. point For fat teatwaid toughiness 
positions, R, is lowv because the roughness is deeply buried 
in the boundaiy layi 
Seveial. sets of calculations of this natni e wei e made foi 
different heights of toughness The results ate summarized 
figmes 16 and 17 For each height of roughness, the 
position along the siface, coliespondrng to a, maximum. 
value of R, was found, adthe valuea of R, con espoinding toa value ofI00Pk of at this location was then calculated 
Tins value of R, is the smallest value at which a value of 14ofor 
of 600 can be obtained with the ougness of a given hih 
at any position along the surface iguie 16 gives 
the ielation between the miniumir tinfoil Reynoldsoltical 
numbe and the most sensitive location of the oughness, 
100---------------------------------with the height of the roughness as a parameter foi a fixed 
0 04 08 12 16 20 24 28 
sIC 
S -roughness Reynolds number for rosglness 
value of the cutical Toughness Reynolds number of 600 
Figure 17 plots the same formation in a slightly different 
.Mnel Hero the minimum value of the critical airfoil 
Reynolds number for a roughness Reynolds numberthe tof 
for roughness d600situated at the most sensitive location is 
Of o 01S inch as a function uP roughness location for various aiifoil plotted against the ratio of the roughness height to airfoil
 
Reyeold numbers R, as calculated for an 85-inch-chord NACA chord From fig eu17, at is seen that the cuwe of Rmdef for
 
O5enr_114 airfoil section i?,=o, when plottedas a function of k/c on log log paper, 
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FiouRs 17-Variation of the minimum airfoil Reynolds number 
Rc,mi, for critical roughness Reynolds number R.t of 600, with 
roughness height as calculated for an 85-inch-ohoid NACA 
5e5)- 114 airfoil section 
is nearly a straight line with a slope of -I This iesult, of 
course, indicate; that Rh,., which is the product of k/a and 
B,.,, isapproximately constant and equal to about 680. 
If this value of Rk . = 680 is used as a cliterrion for transition, 
it becomes a simple matter to determine whether a given 
height of distributed ioughness wll cause transition for a 
given airfoil Reynolds number If this criterion is expressed 
in terms of the nonnal size of the roughness grain, the 
itical value of R,_ is415 This criterion 
agi ees vet y well wivth the data pi esented in iefeu nces 7 and 8 
a paiticulaa pressure distibution was involved 
In the deteimnation of the simple criteiion /t,w,680, it 
seems reasonable that the ilctiol value should not be very 
sensitive to the particular type of piessure dstubution. In 
genetal, if it is assumed that the value of ?,0 is 600 foi the 
case wheip the height of the roughness is less than the total 
boundaiy-layei thicless and is at least as laige or laiger for 
roughness that pieaoots through the boundary layer, this 
condition will correspond to a value of R,.. of about 680 if 
the anfoil has a reasonably extensive iegion of low pressure 
with a velocity outside the boundary layei appion­
mutely equal to the free-skieam velocity Consdei, fi 
example, the ease of a fiat plate with umfoim piessme If 
the iougbness is so far foiward that it projects thiough the 
layer, the value of R will not change with frthei 
f-oward movement of the ioughness The data of figure 13 
seem to indicate, however, that the value of 14., has its 
value when the roughness is just completely immersed 
m the boundary layer For this case, the value of R, , is 
600 and the co esponding value of B,., for a flat plate would 
be only slightly greatei than this value and thus would not 
greatly fiom the value of 680 found for the present 
airfoil 
inimum size of roughness that can be easily detected 
the size of the splattered remains of insects ale Ielatively 
fixed values completely independent of wing size In view 
of these conditions, the significance of the unit Reynolds 
number i'=q For example,mmnediately becomeselear. 
if k is the height of the splatte ed remains of insects, then if 
B' is so small that R,, is less than about 680, the lemalns 
of the insects should not cause piemature tiasition. If, 
for the sake of discussion, it is assumed that the height of the 
inect realnma oi the inimum size of uoughness that can he 
easily detected is about 0.001 inch, the entical value of R' be about 82X0 This value of the mit Reynolds 
number R'fox tiansition is in geneial agreement with values 
consideied acceptable on the basis of wind-tunnel expelienee 
in the Langley vausable-density and low-tuibulence piessure 
tunnels In the variable-density-tunnel tests, in winch R' 
was usually about 7Xl06 , a fair amount of difficulty was 
experienced m maintaimng the leading edge of the anfoils 
enough to obtain consistent results for the maxmuin 
lift coefficients In the low-turbulence-pressuro tunnel, 
essentially no difficulty was expeiienced in obtoiing the 
design laninar flow foraumt Reynolds number R'=l 5 X106 
and only occasional difficulties for 1'=? SX 10, however, for 
2?' above these values,,the difficulty of obtaiiing extensive 
lammai flows increased markedly. 
hgm' 18 translates this eirtenuon into mine easily ap­
pieciated terms The critical size of iougbness for an as­
sumed face-stream Mach m aber of 1 0 has been computed 
as a function of altitude by using NAGA standard atmos­
pheie (tel 15). At sea level, the critical size is about 0 001 
inch. This mie-eases to about 0 002 inch at 20,000 feet and 
0 010 inch at 60,000 feet. For altitudes above 30,000 or 
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the ioughness Reynolds number Ri,, 
5. If the airfoil has a reasonably extensve region of low 
pi essun e gradient with a velocity outside the boundary layei 
approximately equal to the free-stream velocity and iough­
ness so distiibuted over the leading-edge region as to include 
the most sensitive position, the condition Rs 600 may be 
appioxiintely replaced by the more easily calculated condi­
-- -tion R1,,,=680, where RF, is the Reynolds number based the size of the roughness and the free-stream velocity. 
iLANGLEY AERONAUTICAL LABO-T-OY, 
2 04 - - - NATIONAL Auvisony CommiPPm e a AERONTAUTICS, 
LANGLUY FIELD, VA, A'aqvst 15, 196 
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